Affiliate membership benefits

There are a range of affiliate membership benefits that can be accessed through the members area of the NACCC website www.naccc.org.uk

1. Access to street view detail on Find a Contact Centre map

2. Access to full centre contact details

3. Access to latest automatically generated Directory of Child Contact Centres pdf

This should be useful if you are out of the office and need centre details to hand.

4. Ability to search for accredited centres

The website has a key with symbols representing all the different contact services provided by NACCC centres (see below). If the tick box is ticked, then this will apply to the search.

Key to symbols (click for more details):
- **Supported contact available**
- **Supervised contact available**
- **Supervised and supervised contact available**
- **Supervised contact assessment available**
- **Indirect contact available**
- **Escorted contact available**
- **Life story identity contact available**
- **Handover available**
The key also has symbols representing accreditation and enhanced accreditation (see below).

- Accredited for supported contact
- Enhanced Accredited for supervised contact

**SAMPLE SEARCH**

**How do I search for supported accredited centres in London?**

a. Select ‘Supported contact available’ on the key and ‘Accredited for supported contact’ tick boxes

b. Select ‘London’ on drop down list on the ‘county or area’ drop down list.

c. Click on the ‘Search’ button

Search results are then displayed, with locations plotted on map and contact details listed on RHS (see next column).

**Can the website display all accredited centres providing supported contact?**

Depending on broadband speed, it should be possible to display all the centres in the country that provide supported contact and are accredited (see below).

Of course, the alternative search criteria can be used – supervised contact and enhanced accredited for supervised contact and the website would display these results.

5. **Referral guidelines**

The members area contains advice on referring and links to the following pdfs:
- Definitions of Levels of Contact – Supported or Supervised Contact?
- STANDARD Guidelines for Referrers
- STANDARD Referral form (Standard for Supported contact)